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on text and to find information in dense text that contained
distracting information. Results for document literacy and
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li-ter (le/tar), n. a unit of capacity redefined in 1964 bS7

a reduction of 28 parts in a million to lae 'exactly equal to
one cubic decimeter. 'It is equivalent to 1,0567 U.S. liquid
quarts and is equal to the volume of one. kjlogram of distilled water at 4°C. Abbr.: I Also, esp. Brit:, litre. [1.80010; < F litre, back form4tion from litron. an olealeasure
of capacity, deriv. (with -on n. suffix) of ML litra < Gk

litra pound]

.

11,it.er.acy (lit/ar a se), n. 1. the quality or state of
being literate, esp. the ability to read and .write. 2. pos'session of education: to question. someone's literacy. 3.
person's knowledge of a particular subject or field: to acquire computer literacy. [1880,85; LITER(ATE) ± -ACY]
7Syn. 2. lemming, culture.
litferacy tett!, an examination to determine whether
.

a person melets the literacy requirements for voting,
serving in the armed forces, etc.; a test of one's abilityeto
read and write. [1865-70]
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Sunitnary and Highlights

In 1992, under contract
to the National Center
for Education Statistics,
Educational Testing
Service assessed the
literacy proficiencies of a
nationally representative
sample of all adults, age
16 and over. That assessment, the National Adult
Literacy Survey, pro-

duced a profile of the
entire adult population's
English literacy skills
along three proficiency
scales, each ranging
from 0 to 500: prose,

document, and quantitative. The survey employed the following
definition of literacy.
Using printed and
written information to
function in society, to
achieve one's goals,
and to develop one's
knowledge and
potential.
t inder this definition,
literacy skills are on a
continuum, and there is
no single point that
separates "illiterates"
from those who are
literate. Accordingly,
each of the three scales
(corresponding to the
three types of literacy:
prose, document, and
quantitative) were
divided into five progressive levels that are
characterized by tasks of
increasing complexity.
For example, on the
prose scale, tasks in
Level 1 (0 to 225)
include locating or
identifying information
in a brief text, whereas
tasks in Level 4 (326-

375) include making
inferences and synthesizing information from
complex and lengthy

Just one in 33 adults
at Level 5
can make
high-level inferences

based on text and can
find information in de.se
This volume draws on text with considerable
the results from the first
distracting information
that might seem plauofficial report of the
sible but is incorrect
National Adult Literacy
Survey, issued in Septem- (page 10).
ber 1993. The report,
titled Adult Literacy in
America, was written by
Document Literacy
texts.

Irwin Kirsch, Ann
Jungeblut. Lynn .lenkins.
and Andrew Kolstad.
Prose Literacy

One in five adults
performed at the lowest
Prose level (Level 1).
They can locate a single
piece of information in a
text, when there is little
distracting information to
deal with (page 6).*

About One in four
adults are at Prose Level 2.

They can locate a single
piece of information,
when there is distracting
information, and they
can integrate, compare,
and contrast information
(page 7).

Three in 10 adults are
at Level 3. They can
match information in a
text to that in the directive given to them, when
some inference is required
(page 8).

One in six adults are at
Level 4. They can integrate and synthesize
information from complex or lengthy passages
and make more complex
inferences (page 9).

Almost one in four
adults are at Level I in
Document Literacy. They
can match information
and fill in personal
information on forms
(page 11).*

Almost three in 10 are
at Level 2. They can
match information in
documents that contain
distractors, and they can
integrate information
from several places in a
document (page 12).

Three in 10 adults are
at Level 3. They can
integrate several pieces
of information and deal
with rather complex
tables and graphs that
contain information not
pertaining to the task
(page 13).

information and make
high-level inferences
(page 15).
Ouantitative Literacy

Over one in five
adults are at Level 1.
They can perform single,
relatively simple operations (page 16).'

One in four adults are
at Level 2. They can
perform an arithmetic
operation using numbers
given to them or easily
located in the material
(page 17).
Three in 10 of all
adults are at Level 3.
They can solve problems with two or more
numbers that must be
found in printed material
(page 18).

One in six adults are
at Level 4 and can
handle two or more
arithmetic operations in
sequence (page 19).
One in 25 adults
perform at Level 5. They
can perform multiple
)1.ithmetic operations

sequentially (page 20).

Almost One in seven
adults are at Level 4.
They can do tasks
requiring greater inferences and involving
more detailed information (page 14).

One in 33 adults are at
Level 5. They can use
complex documents
that contain distracting

5

is from 0 to 225; some
adults ore at the lower end of
this kwel where they cannot
perform even these routne

Level

tasks.
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Introduction

111 Among '10 million

adults in the lowest level
of Prose Literacy (Level 1),

one in four have some
kind of limiting physical
or mental condition that
may impair their literacy
skills, or make improvement more difficult
(page 21).
III Literacy and the

exercise of citizenship in
a democracy are related.
Higher levels of literacy
go hand-in-hand with
voting or obtaining
information from nevsspapers and magazines
(page 22).

The prison population
is considerably less
literate than the general
populatiOn. Almost seven
in 111 prisoners are at

Levels I and 2 of Prose
Literacy. compared with
less than half of the
general populatitm
(page 23).
Prose prohciencv rises
with education level.
Three-fc)urths of adults
with between zero and
eight years of school are
in Level I. as are four in
10 high school dropouts.
Over 75 percent of twoyear college graduates,
and 85 percent of fouryear college graduates.
reach at least Level 3.
llowever. just and 10
percent, respectively,
reach Level 5 (page 21)
While fewer middleage adults are at lower
literacy levels than
young adults, older
adults are considerably
4

less literate. However,
older adults also have
less education than
middle-age or young
adults (page 27).

Parents' educotion
greatly influences the
literacy proficiency levels
reached by their children. Even among
respondents with similar.
levels of education
those with bettc.r
educated parents have
higher prose literacy
proficiencies (page 28).

Poveny and literacy
are closely related;
-i3 percent of adults in
Level I are poor or near
poor. compared with just
percent in Leyel 5
(page 25).

a Weekly wages and
weeks worked per year
rise with literacy level:
Adults at Level 5 earn
2 1 '2 times as much as
adults at Level I. and
work more than twice as
ma ny weeks (page 20).
The a\-.2rage prose
proficiencies of Black.
Asian, I lispanic/Puerto
Rican, Iiispanic 'Cuban,
Ilispanic,Central and
South American, and
Hispanic/Mexican adults

are lower than the
average prof iciency of all

laborers (page 2)).

Our nation's growing
concern about its state of
literacy has been evident
in local and state legislation, programs at all
levels of government,
and in a multitude of
campaigns urging action.
We are fortunate that the
concern and the efforts
to increase literacy exist,
but unfortunately, these
campaigns have had
very little to go on in
terms of hard information. There has been a
lack of reliable information about the state of
literacy in the population
at large.

True, nunlbers have
been used in abundance

most of us have seen at
least one of the advertisements stating something to the effect of "x
number of Anlericans
can't read this ad" or "x
number of high school
graduates cannot read
their high schtml diplomas." While the advertisements inay serve as
a wake-up call to the
public, they are, nonetheless, misrepresentations Of a complex
problem. These numbers
are based on distorted
information and, by
oversinlplification, can
hinder efforts to improve
literacy.

One consequence of
presenting the literacy
problem in simple ternls
of how many people
can't read or write is that
it fosters a widespread
belief that assessing
literacy is a simple
it can all be
process
boiled down to a single

number. As we proceed
to examine the results of
the first, large-scale
national literacy assessment of all adults (age 16
and over), the first step
we must take is to dispel
that myth and become
literate about literacy. We
owe it to ourselves and
to the thousands of
people who are dedicated to improving
literacy in this nation.
This summary report
draws upon the results of
the National Adult
Literacy Survey, man-

dated hy Congress and
carried out by the National Center for Education Statistics through a
contract with Educational
Testing Service. Adult
Literacv in America is
the first report from the
survey, written by Irwin
S. Kirsch. Ann Jungeblut,
Lynn Jenkins, and
Andrew Kolstad.
The term literacy is

often used as just the
opposite of illiteracy, and
that term has come to he
used as meaning that a
person cannot read at all,
cannot decode the
printed word, and does
not comprehend what is
written. But literacy has a
nluch richer and deeper
meaning than that. Its
dictionary definitions
range from being able to
read and write to being a
well informed, educated
person and to being
familiar with literature.
In the young adult
literacy assessment of
1985. in an assessment of
populations served by
the U.S. Department of

Labor in 1990, and in this
new assessment of all
adults, the same definition was adopted by a
broadly representative
group of experts, as
follows:

Using printed and
written information to
function in society, to
achieve one's goals,
and to develop one's
knowledge and
potential.
This definition encompasses the multifaceted
nature of literacy
it is
not a single skill, i.e.
reading, but rather
literacy involves an
ordered set of skills that
are necessary to accomplish various tasks in
various contexts. Balancing a checkbook, obtaining information from a
train schedule, and
understanding a passage
from a novel
each of
these tasks call for
literacy skills but not the
same skills. The National
Adult Literacy Survey

employed three proficiency scales to measure
these distinct skills:
prose, document, and
quantitative. Their definitions are as follows:

Prose literacy the
knowledge and skills
needed to understand
and use information from
texts that include editorials, news stories, poems,
and fiction; for example,
finding a piece of information in a newspaper
article, interpreting
instructions from a

warranty, inferring a
theme from a poem,
or contrasting views
expressed in an editorial.

Document literacy
the knowledge and skills
required to locate and
use information contained
in materials that include
job applications, payroll
forms, transportation
schedules, maps, tables,
and graphs; for example,
locating a particular
intersection on a street
map, using a schedule to
choose the appropriate
bus, or entering information on an application
form.

Quantitative literacy
the knowledge and skills
required to apply arithmetic operations, either
alone or sequentially,
using numbers embedded in printed materiak;
for example, balancing a
checkbook, figuring out
a tip, completing an order
form, or determining the
amount of interest from a
loan advertisement.
More than 400 trained
interviewers conducted
the survey, administering
the literacy assessment in
nearly 27,000 homes
during the first eight
months of 1992. A
separate assessment was
carried out for the prison
population. The assessment consisted of a set of
tasks that simulated real
life situations encountered at home, at work,
and in the community.
Almost all the tasks
required participants to

construct their responses,
as opposed to choosing
a response from multiple
choices.

To ensure the broadest
possible coverage of
prose, document, and
quantitative literacy,
there were a total of 166
tasks requiring a variety
of information-processing skills and strategies.
For purposes of efficiency, each survey
participant responded to
a subset of these tasks,
which were compiled in
booklets that took about
45 minutes to complete.
Additionally, participants
spent about 20 minutes
completing personal
background questionnaires. The background
data informs our understanding of the ways in
which personal character-

results of the SAT. The
National Adult Literacy
Survey scales range from
0 to 500. Individual tasks

are assigned scores along
the scales, to give
examples of what people
with a particular score
are likely to be able to
do. The scales were then
divided into five levels,
each encompassing a
defined score range,
such as from 226 to 27).
Individuals scoring
within these scale levels
would have a high
probability of performing
the tasks at that level
successfully (a high
probability is defined as
at least 80 percent of the
time).*

The sections that
follow present highlights
of the adult literacy
survey. The first parts
istics (race/ethnicity, age,
include data on each of
educational attainment,
the five levels of prose,
labor market experiences, document, and quantitaaccess to printed materitive literacy. For each
als, etc.) are associated
level, we describe what a
with demonstrated perfor- typical adult at that
mance on each literacy
literacy level can do, and
also show an example of
scale.
One way of presenting an item or exercise
the results would be to
actually used in the
describe how all adults
assessment. We also
show the percentage of
d:-1 on all 166 tasks. To
do so would place a very respondents that reach
that particular level for
large burden on the
reader, making it difficult each racial/ethnic group.
The following sections
to conclude what the
state of literacy is for
show the relationship of
literacy to respondents'
each population group.
social and economic
To help make such
characteristics. The final
judgments, statistical
methods were used to
section offers some
concluding thoughts.
construct proficiency
scales from the
answers to the tasks,
And they would have a small
scales similiar to the
chance of ped orming tasks at

ones used to report the

7

a higher level.

PROSE LITERACY, LEVEL 1 (0 TO 225)

They caw

One in five adults

performed at the
lowest Prose level

t4

whim

(Level 1). They can
locate a single piece

read relatively short text to locate a single piece of
information that is identical to, or synonymous with,
the information given in the question or directive.
Distracting information is minimal.*

121

AN

Mock -11

of information in a
text, when there is
little distracting information to deal with.

36

Pacific Winder

They are likely to succeed at tasks such as:

Arnorb:ort Ircion -- 25
tisoporidAleoican

54

Hisprie/Cubort

53

Kopon Id

47

Rola Flican
Hassanher.essJ
SO Ar

50

Identify the country in a short article (149)
Locate one piece of information in a sports article
(210) (See below)
Underline a sentence explaining the action stated
in a short article (225)

HlopanloCarsor --lb 25
o

so

to

so

Ps./em

10

so

10

tssoi

However. some were at the lower end of the, le% el Vs here they

could not perform even these routine tasks.

EXAMPLE TASK

Underline the sentence that tells what Ms. Cbanin ate during the swim

Swimmer completes

Manhattan marathon
The Associated Press
NEW YORKUniversity of Maryland
seulor Stacy Chanin on Wednesday became
the first person to swim three 28-mile laps
around Manhattan.
Chanin, 23, of Virginia, climbed out of
the East River at 96th Street at 9:30 p.m.
She began the swim at noon on Tuesday.
A spokesman for the swimmer, Roy
Brunett, said Chanin had kept up her
strength with "banana and honey"
sandwiches, hot chocolate, lots of water
and granola bars."

6

Chanin has twice circled Manhattan
before and trained for the new feat by
swimming about 28.4 miles a week. The
Yonkers native has competed as a swimmer
since she was 15 and hoped to persuade
Olympic authorities to add a long-distance
swimming event.
The Leukemia Society of America
solicited pledges for each mile she swam.
ln July 1983, Julie Ridge became the
first person to swim around Manhattan
twice. With her three laps. Chanin came
up just short of Diana Nyad's distance
record, set on a Florida-to-Cuba swim.

PROSE LITERACY, LEVEL 2 (226 TO 275)

About one in four
adults are at Prose
Level 2. They can
locate a single piece

of hiformation when
there is distracting
information, and they
can integrate, compare, and contrast
information.

They caw
locate a single piece of information when there is
distracting info- lation or other information that
seems plausible as the answer but is incorrect. They
can also integrate, compare, or contrast two or more

27

AN

25

W0110

900,

37

25

Atim5,
Peak Is lon444

pieces of information.
19

knock:on inclon

iimpordcAlorlcon

They are likely to succeed at tasks such as:

25

Underline meaning of a term given in government
brochure on supplemental security income (226)
Locate two features of information in a sports
article (250)
Interpret instructions from an appliance warranty
(275) (See below)

HimPor45/Cuton --- 24
1450ordd

Ptmfba NMI

Hlopank./Coof --- 22
So. Amenan

141went/Olhor --- 27
0

11

20

02

03

SO

60

24.01 S Lem 2

EXAMPLE TASK

A manufacturing company provides its customers with the following instructions for returning appliances for service:

When returning appliance for servicing, include a note telling as clearly and
as specifically as possible what is wrong with the appliance.

A repair person for the company receives four appliances with the
following notes attached. Circle the letter next to the note which
best follows the instructions supplied by the company.

A

The clock does not run
correctly on this clock
radio. I tried fixing it, but
I couldn't.

The atm on my clock

My clock radio is not working. It
stopped working right after I
used it for five days.

This radio is broken. Please
repair and return by United
Parcel Service to the address on
my slip.

radio doesn't go off at the
time I set. It rings 15-30
minutes later.

9
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PROSE LITERACY, LEVEL 3 (276 TO 325)
EXAMPLE TASK

Three in 10 adults can
match information in
a text to that in the
directive given to
them, when some
inference is required.

36

lack

-e al

Asian.' -46 y3
PKtfc Islondw
Nn r n Ind n
1114001104exicin

-41 1$

Hatparic/Cuban

-0 17

%pink: -- 17
Poe", Flacon
rhsparuerceoli

So Arrencan

Hapanie/0470r ---0 33
0

N

SO

X,

03

SO

Noorg Wpm!

They can:
match information in the
text and in the task when
low level inferences are
required, integrate
inRnmation from dense
or lengthy text, and
generate t response
based on informatkm
easily identified in the
text.

They are likely to

succeed at tasks
such as:
Write a brief letter
explaining error made
on a credit card bill
( 288)

Read a news article
and identify a sentence that provides
interpretation of a
situation (304)
Read a lengthy article
to identify behaviors
that meet a stated
condition (316)

8

IDA CHEN is the first Asian-American woman to
become a judge of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
She understands
discrimination because she
has experienced it herself.

32

AM

List two things that Chen became involved in or has done to help resolve
conflicts due to discrimination.

Soft-spoken and eminently digtified,
judge Ida Chen prefers hearing about a
new acquaintance rather than talking
about herself. She wants to know about
career plans, hopes, dreams, fears. She
gives unsolicited advice as well as
encouragement. She instills conf,dence.
Her father once hoped that she
would become a professor. And she
would have also made an outstanding
social worker or pidance counselor.
The truth is that Chen wears the caps of
all these professions as a Family Court
judge of the Court of Common Pleas of
Philadelphia County, as a participant in
public advocacy for minorities, and as a
particularly sensitive, caring person.
Shc understands discrimination
because she has experienced it herself.
As an elementary school student, Chen
tried to join the local Brownie troop.
"You can't be a member," she was told.
"Only American girls are in the
Brownies."
Originally intent upon a career as a
journalist, shc selected Temple University because of its outstanding tournalism department and affordable tuition.
Independence being a personal need, she
paid for her tuition by working for
Temple's Department of Criminal
Justice. There she had her first encounter with the legal world and it turned
her career plans in a new direction
law school.
Through meticulous planning, Chen
was able to earn her undergraduate
degree in two and a half years and she
continued to work three jobs. But when
she began hcr first semester as a Temple
;aw student in the fall of 1973, she was
barely able to stay awake. Hcr teacher
Lynne Abraham, now a Common Pleas
Court judge herself, couldn't help hut
notice Chen yawning in the back of the
class, and when she determined that
this student was not a party animal but
a workhorse, she arranged a teaching
assistant's job for Chen on campus.
After graduating from Temple Law
School in 1976, Chen worked for the
U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission where she was a litigator
on behalf of plaintiffs who experienced
discrimination in the workplace, and

then moved on to become the first
Asian-American to serve on the
Philadelphia Commission on Human
Relations.
Appointed by Mayor Wilson Goode,
Chen worked with community leaders
to resolve racial and ethnic tensions and
also made time to contribute free Jegal
counsel to a variety of activist groups.
The "Help Wanted" section of the
newspaper contained an entry that
an ad for a
aroused Chen's curiosity
judge's position. Her application
resulted in her selection by a state
judicial committee to fill a seat in the
state court. And in July of 1958, she
officially became a judge of the Court of
Common Pleas. Running as both a
Republican and Democratic candidate,
her position was secured when she won
her seat on the bench at last Novernbees election.
At Family Court, Chen presides over
criminal and civil cases which include
adult sex crimes, domestic violence,
juvenile delinquency, custody, divorce
and support. Not a pretty picture.
Chen recalls her first day as judge,
hearing a juvenile dependency case
"It was a horrifying experience. 1 broke
down because the cases were so
depressing," she remembers
Outside of the courtroom, Chen has
made a name for herself in resolving
interracial conflicts, while glorying in
her ChmeseAmencan identity. in a
1986 incident involving the desecration
of Korean street signs in a Philadelphia
neighborhood, Chen called for a
meeting with the leaders of that
community to help resolve the conflict.
Chen's interest in community
advocacy is not limited to Asian
communities. She has been involved in
Hispanic, Jewish and Black issues, and
because of her participation in the
Ethnic Affairs Committee of the AntiDefamation League of B'nai B'rith,
Chen was one of 10 women nationwide
selected to take part in a mission to
Israel.

With her recently won mandate to
judicate in the affairs of Pennsylvania's
citizens, Chen has pledged to work
tirelessly to defend the rights of its
people and contribute to thc improvement of human welfare. She would have
made a fabulous Brownie.

lance Schultz

lIt

PROSE LITERACY, LEVEL 4 ( 326 TO 375)

One in six adults
can integrate and
synthesize information from complex or
lengthy passages and
make more complex
inferences.

They can:
match text with intiltipk. features, integrate or
synthesize information from complex or lengthy
passages. and make more complex inferences.

All

WNW --0 21
WO if 4
Px0e

.4.3000/ --40 12

American Indun

They are likely to succeed at tasks such as:

7

State in writing an argument made in a
lengthy newspaper article (3.28)
c_ontnist Views expressed in two editorials
On technologies availahle to make fuel-efficient
cars ($59) (See helow )
Compare two metaphors LI wd in a poem (374)

HiporkAluican -0 5
H106114Cuban -.11 6
1-6615601C/

Polo Nun

hisparkiCeof

4

So. Amencan

HoloaniciOthes 0 13
0

10

20
23
40
Port4,01 ol IA.114

fx0

00

EXAMPLE TASK

Contrast Dewey's and Hanna's views about the existence of technologies that can be used to
produce more fuel-efficient cars while maintaining the size of the cars.

Face-Off: Getting More Miles Per Gallon
Demand cars with
better gas mileage
Warning: AutoWASHINGTON
m dery are resurrecting them heavy.

while maintaining
the 1987 levels of comfort, pertormance
and me mix of vehicles Automakere else
have the ability to make their products
safer. The coat of these improvements
will be offset by savings at the gas pumpi

metal dincesurs, aka gu guzzlers.
Government reports show that average

truckm 36 mpg pn manly by utilising en-

By Robert Dewey
Guest columnist

newcar mileage has declined to 28.2 miles

per gallon
the 1986 level. To reverse
thts trend, Conroea must significantly
menus. isolating gae-milesu atandards.
Mono than half our Nobel leureatee
and 700 members of the Natienti Academy of Sciences recently called global
waraung *the most serious environmen.
tal threat of the 21st century." In 1989,
oil im porta climbed to a near-record 443%

of U.S. consumption. increasing gas
mileage is the single biggest slap we can
take to reduce oil imports and curb global

warming. Greater efficiency els° lowers
our credo deficit (oil imports represent
40% tett) and decreases the mud to drill
in pnotine areas.
Biggar engines and bigger cars mean
bigger profits for eutomakers, who offer

us the products they want us to buy
More than ev0r. Americane want producta that have less of an environmental
Impact But with only a few fuel-alit-tent

prove gas mileage

Cars can average 46 mpg and light
gine and tranennulon technologies already on a few cars today. Further improvements are poesible by using technologies like the two-stroke enshne and

By Thomas H. Bonne
Guert columnist .

ngraorr

and many would be obeolete.
As a result. Americans each year would
be unable to buy the vehicles most stuted

Do Americans look foo

for their needs: mid- and fornily-sise
models, luxury automobiles, mini-vans.
"mall trucks and utility vehicle'.

groceries, shuttle the kids to and born
school or take family vacations in compect
and subcompact cars?

I doubt it

which iA why U.S. and

import carmakus oppou the 40-miluper-gellon to 46 mpg corporate averto
fuel economy mandates that some are
pia hing in Congrus, *Abort° curb tailpipe

When the current vehicle efficioncy

carbon dioxide MI/MOM because of alleged
global warming or for energy oonservation.
Since the mul-1970e, automakers have

standards wern proposed in 1974, Ford
wrongly predicted that they "would require either all aub-Pintc-sised vehicles
or Immo mix of vehicles ranging from a
sub-subcompect to perhapo a Maverick.'
At that time, Congress required a 100%
efficiency Mersa's; reising gas rruleage
to 46 mpg require. only 60% increase
Americus want comfortable, safe and
efficient cars If automakers won't provide them. Congress must mandate them
when it considers the issue this summer
Let's hope lawmakers put the best in.
tenet of the environment and the nation
sheed of the automakers lobbyists and
political action committees.

would have to be drastically downsised,

ward to the day when they'll have to haul

better aerodynamics that have been developed but not used.

cars to choose from, how do we find ones

that meet all our needs/
Government studiee show nutamakers
have the technology to dramatically um

Don't demand end
to cars people want

The fleet shift to compacts and subcompacts could also force the closing of anonbly p [mt., supplier Anne and dealerslupe,
st a coot of thousands of U.S. jobs.

Although growing number of scientists
ars akaptical of global warming, the issue

&turves thorough utternational scientific
evaluatIon, not premature unilateral U.S.
action.

But to achieve a U.S. fleet averep of 40
mpg to 46 mpg. carmakers would have to

Carbon dioxide amnions frorn U.S. vehicles total leao than 2.5% of worldwide
'greenhouse' gues. Even doubling today's
corporate average fuel economy for U.S
cent
if technically possible
would cut
thou gases about .6%
Whatever the motivation
alleged
global warming or *nem/ coneervat i
the stakes are high for millions of Mien
cans and thousands of U.S.jobe in unreal

eliarply lunit the availability of firmly.

ietic corporate average fuel economy

site models sind dramatically trim the sits
and weight of moat care.

mendatee

There simply are not magic technologies to mut such stendard
Almost every car now sold in the USA

Mom. H Honnu u prvadou awd eAuf asnano
drive o kr Moot Wink Must...rums AMOY,

doubled the fleet avenge fuel emnomy of

new cars to 28 mpg and ilirther progrui
will Le made.

Compact and subcompact cars with
mileage of 40 mpg or better are now
available, yet they appeal to only 6% of
V S. car buyers.

Rawl Dew., 1. covervation onni,o fo, the Lou.
,nennual Argun Auncialuu
&Twirl ayNnmeogen of (ISA 72-4oy

11
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PROSE LITERACY, LEVEL 5 (376 TO 500)
EXAMPLE TASK

Identify and summarize the two kinds of challenges that attorneys use
while selecting members qf a jury.

Just one in 33 adults
can make high level
inferences based on
text and can find
information in dense
text with considerable
distracting information that might seem
plausible but is
incorrect.

DO YOU HAVE /4 QUESTION?
QUESTION: What Is the new program for
scheduling jurors?

UMW * 2
Pao Ac1414n6ot

Arrow tan Indian
0

Himpark/Cotin

I

selected to hear the case will be unbiased, objective and attentive.

ANSWER: This Is a new way of organizing
and scheduling jurors that Is being Introduced all over the country. The goals of
this program are to save money, Increase
the number of citizens who are summoned
to serve and decrease the Inconvenience
of serving.

HocarkilAskIcan

ensure that all of the jurors who are

POMO Men
HisponlorAnJ
So. Am0foon

asked to raise their hands when a particular question applies to them. Examples of
questions often asked are: Do you know
the Plaintiff, Defendant or the attorneys in

this case? Have you been Involved in a
case similar to this one yourself? Where

The progmm means that instead of call-

the answer is yes, the jurors raising hands

ing jurors for two weeks, jurors now serve
only one day, or for the length of one trial
It they are selected to hear a case. Jurors

may be asked additional questions, as

who are not selected to hear a case are
excused at the end of the day, and their
obligations to serve as jurors are fulfilled
for three years. The average trial lasts
two days once testimony begins.

lincdnid

In most cases, prospective jurors will be

the purpose is to guarantee a fair trial tor

all parties. When an attorney believes
that there Is a legal reason to excuse a
juror, he or sho will challenge the juror for
cause. Unless both attorneys agree that

the juror should be excused, the Judge
must either sustain or override the chal
lenge.

2

HiperAYOlhor
o

An important part of what is called the
ts

0)

30

II

St

07

Amami. 1.4+4

They caw
find information in a
dense text that contains
considerable information
that is distracting
information't hat may
seem plausible as an
answer but is incorrect.
Also, they can make
high-leyel inferences or
use specialized background knowledge.

They are likely to

succeed at tasks
such as:

Compare the
approaches stated
in a narrative on
growing up (382)
Summarize two ways
lawyers may challenge
prospective jurors
(410) (See below)

Ono Day - One Trial program is the
"standby- juror. This Is a person called to
the Courthouse it the number of cases to
be tried requires more jurors than originally estimated. Once called to the Courthouse, the standby becomes a "regular'
juror, and his or her service is complete at
the end of one day or one trial, the same
as everyone else.

Atter all challenges for cause have been
ruled upon, the attorneys will select the
trial jury tram those who remain by exer-

cising peremptory challenges. Unlike
challenges for cause, no reason need be
given for excusing a juror by peremptory

challenge. Attorneys usually exercise
these challenges by taking turns striking
names from a list until both are satisfied
with the jurors at the top of the list or until

they use up the number of challenges
O. How was I summoned"

A. The basic source for names of eligible

allowed. Challenged jurors and any extra
furors will then be excused and asked to
return to the Jury selection room.

jurors Is the Driver's License list which Is

supplemented by the voter registration
list. Names are chosen from these corn
bined lists by a computer in a completely

Jurors should not feel rejected or insulted
II they are excused for cause by the Court
or peremptorily challenged by one of tho

random manner.

attorneys. The voir dire process and

Once in the Ceerthouse, jurors are

challenging of jurors is simply our judicial
system's way of guaranteeing both par .
ties to a lawsuit a fair trial.

selected for a tOsi ey this same computer
and random selestion process.

Q. How Is the Jury for a particular trial

O. Am I guaranteed to serve on a jury?

selected?
A. Not all jurors who are summoned actually

A. When a group of prospective jurors is
selected, moro than the number needed
for a trial are called. Once this group has
been seated in the courtroom, either the

Judge or the attorneys usk questions.
This is called voir dire. The purpose of
questions asked during voir dire is to

Interpret a brief
phrase from a lengthy
news article (42,3)
10

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

hear a case. Sometimes all the Judges
are still working on trials from the previous day, and no new jurors are chosen.
Normally, hcevever, some new cases begin

every day. Sometimes jurors are challenged and not selected

DOCUMENT LITERACY, LEVEL 1 (0 TO 225)

Ahnost one in four
adults are at Level 1 in
Document Literacy.
They can match information and fill in
personal information
on forms.

They can:
locate a piece of information based on a literal
match between the task and the document or
enter information from personal knowledge onto
a document. Little, if any, distracting information

All ---12 23
Whilo -ft if
43

Block

34

MOW

Poelk Islandw

is present.*

Armtek= Maw -0 27
HiporicAlotdourt

14

HlopsrlioCAbon

They are likely to succeed at tasks such as:
Sign their names (69)
Locate time of meeting on a form (180)
Use a pie graph to locate type of vehicle having
specific sales ( 214)

411

Hloparki

40

Nolo Rion

Hlopork/Con/

3.1

So. Arrodoon

Hierankoorip -*X)
O

10

20
32
40
Pow* al 1.44441 1

60

However. some were at the lower end of this lest?! where they could
not perform even these routine ta,,ks

00

EXAMPLE TASK

You have gone to an employment center for help in finding a
job. You know that this center handles many differfnt kinds of
jobs. Also, several of your friends who have applied here have
found jobs that appeal to you.
The agent has taken your name and address and given you
the rest of the form to fill out. Complete the form so the
employment center can help you get a job.
Birth date
Height

Age_ Sex: Male__ Female
Health

Weight

Last grade completed in school
Kind of work wanted:

Part-time

Summer

Full-time

Year-round

BEST COPY AVAILABE r
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DOCUMENT LITERACY, LEVEL 2 (226 TO 275)

Ahnost three in 10
adults can match
information in documents that contain
distractors, and they
can integrate information from several
places in a document.

They caw
match a single piece of information, with distracting
information present, or requiring a low level of

28

AN

WM. -II 27

inference. They may also integrate information from
various parts of the document.

Black

/WAN
PwAc Wunder

25

They are likely to succeed at tasks such as:

Ardmicen Indert ------IP

Locate an intersection on a street map (230)
Locate eligibility from table of employee
benefits (246)
Identify and enter background information
on application for social security card (259)

25

HispowleAAPPIcan

IliwwkiCaban

30

lispenicf

22

Punkt Man

Hispanic/Con/ --62 26
So. Melton

S 28

Hispesie1011wr

r-

0

20

10

SO

80

*0

00

Pwertsilagl2

EXAMPLE TASK

What is the gross pay for this year to date?
.v."; twzesc

03/15/ 85

wOU NS

vrocuistriao ZIABIPLI

CUIRINT

500

5 6C

CURA(N1

10894

13175

8250
N ON-NEGOT1ABLE
yp AI TC
OAT*

73498

CITY Win

45988

---61174 Of 1C_TII:01

)(04C1SONS
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381.31
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DOCUMENT LITERACY, LEVEL 3 (276 TO 325)

Three in 10 adults are
at Level 3 in Document
Literacy. They can
integrate several
pieces of information
and deal with rather
complex tables and
graphs that contain
information not pertaining to the task.

They caw
integrate several pieces of information from one or
several documents and deal with rather complex
table r graphs which contain information that is
irrelevant or inappropriate to the task.

531

All

WNW - 34
Black -5 II

Mani _a, 2.
Padae Wander
Amami frda

They are likely to succeed at tasks such as:

S 29

k ntify information from bar graph

HIPM909.1991a91 -II II

depicting source of energy and year (277)
Use sign out sheet to respond to call
about resident (298)
Enter information given into an automobile maintenance record form (323)

14ogenlatuban

Hispania
Pusdo Faun
Hispanic/Cen/
So, AmatIcan

S 32

FispanidOltax
to

a

60

20

SO

60

roma low, 3

EXAMPLE TASK

You need to smooth wood in preparation for sealing
and plan to buy garnet sandpaper. What type of
sandpaper should you buy?
ABRASIVg SELICTION GUIDE
MATERIAL & OPERATION

PRODUCTION*

WETORDRY4

GARNET

CHF

Cj

EF

M

C

F

EF

VF I

1 SF I UF

Eir

FRE CUT4
VF

EMERY

c f

Er

kt

W000
Paint Removal
Heavy Stock Removet
Moderate Stock Removal
Preparation lor Sealing
After Sealer
Between Coats
After Final Coat

I.

.

111911

III

-111

1111111_

1/1111.1.1111.111.111

METAL

Rust and Paint Removal
Light Stock Removal
Preparation for Priming
Finishing and Polishing
After Primer
Between Coats
After Final Coat
PLASTIC & FIDERCILASS
ShaPing
L ight

Stock Removal
Finishing & Scuffing

EC . Extra Coarse C

--....i

II

:.

M
MI

NMI

IL.
Coarse M

SAFETY INFORMATION:
W Wear approved safety goggles
when sanding.

Medium F

111111
OM

MI

NM
111111111110111111111111111

III

III

Fine VF or Very Fine

Use particle/dust mask or other
means to prevent inhalation of
sanding dust.

EF

Extra Fin*

SF w Super Fine

UF

Ultra Fine

When using power tools, follow
manufacturer's recommended
procedures and safety Instructions.

alarm In sensmaess al sad cupyrikted by the JIM CB.
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DOCUMENT LITERACY, LEVEL 4 (326 TO 375)

Almost one in seven
adults are at Level 4.
They can do tasks
requiring greater
inferences and
involving more
detailed information.

AM

They caw
perform tasks that require them to draw higher level
inferences and numerous responses without being
told how many are needed. They can also perform

11I

Matta -- II
Bladi

3

tasks that contain conditional information.

12

PlIdOC MOWN'

They are likely to succeed at tasks such as:

Off4044/01 rim --

Identify the correct percentage meeting specified
conditions from a table of such information (342)
Use a bus schedule to determine appropriate bus
for given set of conditions (352) (See below)
Use a table of information to determine
pattern in oil exports across years (352)

HiagardorMapican -0 4

lispenbaCublat

fialaval *

Raab Rican

Hapaniatait/

4

So. Arratican

HipanlorOlher -0

tO

00

30

40

50

ID

Pawl 41 i.11.14

EXAMPLE TASK

On Saturday afternoon, if you miss the 2:35 bus leaving Hancock and Buena Ventura going to
Flintridge and Academy, how long will you have to wait for the next bus?
B Until 3:05 p.m.

A Until 2:57 p.m.

D Until 3:57 p.m.

C Until 3-35 p.m.

E I don't know

VISTA GRANDE

ROUTE

Thh. )us ik* operates Monday through Saturday providing
loos( wrvice
to moot neighborhoods in the northeast section.
tun
thirty
minutes
apart
dudng
the
morning
and
atterntoon
rush hours Monday through Friday.
Bum
Buses run one hour apart at a other times ot day and Saturday.

No Sundey holiday or night service.

OUTBOUND

ban Terminal

LonV.
...
Downtown
Terminal

Leave
Hancook
end

Lame

CUM/

ewe

Lam
Me

Rambo

vonstro

8:20
6:50
7:20

8:35
7:05
7:35

6:45
7:15
7:45

7:20

AN/17810°

88155

9:05

8:50
9:20

4:20
4:50
5:20
5:50
0:20

4:05
4:35
5:05
5:35
6:05
0:35

North

Mfrs
Fararld9a

Leave
Flradd9e
and

Amami

Liana
North

Carcase

nd

Leave
layadc

Ms

827

6:45

6:57
7:27
7:57
8:27

`41:

letg

69::g1

9:20
9:50

1:33

891:
9:45

:::Zi

9:15

:It
9:45

9:57

991:
10:12

10:03
11:03
12:03

10:15
11:15
12:15

10:15
11:15
12:15

10:27
11:27
12:27

10:42
11:42
12:42 p.m.

1:15

1:15
2:15
3:15
3:45
4:15
4:45
5:15
5:45

1:27
2:27
3:27
3:57
4:27
4:57
5:27
5:57

4:16
4:45
5:15
6:45

6:15
6:45

4:20
4:50
5:20
5:50
6:20
6:50

1:03
2:03
0:03

3:33
4:03
4:33
5:03
5:33
8:03
6:33
7:03

2:15
3:15
3:45
4:15
4:45
5:15
5:45
8:15
6:45
7:15

I-""

Hamm*
and

Owns
Vanoura

6:42
7:12
7:42
8:12
8:42

7:50

10:50
11:50

Lady*
Clads,

Cao Memo

8:15
7:15
7:45
8:15

12:20 12:35 12:45 12:50
1:20 1:35
1:45
1:50
2:20 2:35 2:45 2:50
2:50 3:05 3:15 3:20
320 3:35 3:45 3:50

PI V1 3:50

lathy

Canino, and
ar4
Aoaderny
OM Dino"

7:15
7:45
8:15

9:35
9:45
10:20 10:35 10:45
11:20 11:35 11:45

Woe Yr be dfy bus system

toward Terminal

7:03
7:33
8:03

6:50

You don num* from Mk bus
to woe*. twadod anywhere

INBOUND
6:47
7:17
7:47

6:17
8:47
9:17
9:47
10:17
10:47
11:47
12:47 p.m.

1:47
2:47
3:47
4:17
4:47
4:17
5:47
6:17

1:42

2:42
3:42
4:12
4:42
5:12
5:42
6:12

6:67
7:27
7:57
8:27
8:57
9:27
9:57
10:27
10:57
11:57
12:57 p.m.

1:57
2:67
3:57

4:27
4:57
5:27
5:57
6:27

ArrNe
Downtown

Tannins'
7:16
7:45 hiowrfsw.vost yd.* sway
8:15
8:45 isoneil *mph Pridsy Way
9:15

9:45 *wry eirwegn mew, sr*
10:15
10:45 thends, *Nook Pftey only
11:15
12:15
1:15 p.m.

2:15
3:15
4:15
4:45 render woven FN.! 'ref
5:15

5:45 siowwww~ Maar oat/
8:15
6:45 memey ohm** Matey 147
Pkwakr, *mar Irrlday only
T. la wan ra a woo* throaw
WI t draw el thla Ws to maw
a/ the asarad bum am road
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DOCUMENT LITERACY, LEVEL 5 (376 TO 500)

One in 33 adults are
at Document Level 5.
They can use complex
documents that
contain distracting
information and make
high level inferences.

They cam
Al(
MIAs

3

0

Mock

""

2

Pook Wonder

Arra Ann Wan

0

14vonleiMmicen

0

They are likely to succeed at tasks such as:

2

HAvArdoiCiuban

0

Puerto Sao

0

1-0DoniriCan./

Sc. Arrotan

HisponldOtor

search through complex displays that contain several
pieces of distracting information, make high level
inferences from the text, and make use of specialized
knowledge.

3

2

r-

0

10

20
30
.0
P101nt al LW*

50

00

Use information in a table to complete a graph
including labeling axes ($78)
Use a table to compare credit cards:
Identify the two categories used and write two
differences between them ($87)
I. ise a table depicting information about parental
involvement in a school survey to write a paragraph summarizing the extent to which parents
and teachers agree (395)(See below)

'EXAMPLE TASK

Using the information in the table, write a brief paragraph summarizing
the extent to which parents and teachers agreed or disagr t. ed on the
statements about issues pertaining to parental involvement at their schooL
Parents and Teachers Evaluate Parental
Involvement at Their School
Do you agree or disagree that . . . ?

Level of School
Total

Elementary

Our school does a good job of
encouraging parental involvement in
sports, arts, and other nonsubject areas

Parents
Teachers

Junior High

High School

percent agreeing

77
77

76
73

74

79

77

85

73

82
84

71

80

78

64
70

55

16

23

18

62
22

63
33

22

18
8

22
12

28

Our school does a good job of
encouraging parental involvement in
educational areas

Parents
Teachers
Our school only contacts parents
when there is a problem with their child

Parents
Teachers
Our school does not give parents the
opportunity for any meaningful roles

Parents
Teachers

8

7

Source: The Metropolitan Life Survey of the American Teacher. 1987

15
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QUANTITATIVE LITERACY, LEVEL 1 (0 TO 225)

Over one in five adults
are at Quantitative
Literacy Level 1. They
can perform single,
relatively simple
operations.

Alt

They cam
perform a sin0e, relatively simple arithmetic operation, such as addition. The numbers to he used are
provided, and the operation to be performed is

22

%WO - 14
41

8 Wok

specified.*

Asian,

Psegic !Order

Madan Wan ^- 33

They are likely to succeed at tasks such as:
54

limparialkindosti

4.

HIsperioCubari
1-00011.0ki

PIKAkt

Total a bank deposit entry (191) (Sec below)
Level I is from 0 to 225; some are at the lower end of this level where
they cannot perform even these routine tasks.

61

Wan

14E5Pu4aCen./

63

So. AmvIcari

Hheardo4:111w -- 51
0

20

10

20

40

60

40

Anvil lawl I

EXAMPLE TASK

You wish to use the automatic teller machine at your
bank to make a deposit. Figure the total amount of
the two checks being deposited. Enter the amount
on the form in the space next to TOTAL.
Availability of Deposits
Funds from deposits may not be available for immediate withdrawal. Please refer to
your institution's rules (morning funds availability for details.
Crediting of deposits and payment is subject to verification and oollectkin of actuai amounts
deposited or paid in accordance with the rules and regulations of your financial institution.

1

PLEASE PRINT
YOUR MAC CARD NUMBER (No PINs PLEASE)

11

.222

333 4

UST CHECKS
BY BANK NO.

YOUR FINANCIAL INSTITUTION

00

CASH

ENDORSE WITH NAME
& ACCOUNT NUMBER

f/enion, Baot4

557

YOUR ACCOUNT NUMBER

987

555

/9

75 oo

674

YCX.IR NAME

ekla 0004e4.
CHECK ONE

o DEPOSIT
or
0 PAYMENT

DO NOT FOLD

TOTAL

NO COINS OR PAPER CLIPS PLEASE

Is

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

QUANTITATIVE LITERACY, LEVEL 2 (226 TO 275)

One in four adults are
at Level 2. They can
perform an arithmetic
operation using numbers given to them or
easily located in the
material.

They can:
perform a single arithmetic operation using numbers
that are given in the task or easily located in the
material. The operation to be performed is either
described in the task or easily determined from the
format of the material (for example. an order form).

All --II 25
MN. --NI 24
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014d4
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They are likely to succeed at tasks such as:
Calculate postage and fees for certified mail (238)
Determine the difference in price between tickets
for two shows (246) (See below)
Calculate the total costs of purchase from an order
form (270)
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EXAMPLE TASK

The price of one ticket and bus for "Sleuth" costs
how much less than the price of one ticket and bus
for "On the Town"?

THEATER TRIP

A charter bus will leave from the bus stop (near the Conference Center)
at 4 p.m., giving you plenty of time for dinner in New York. Return trip
will start from West 45th Street directly following the plays. Both theaters
are on West 45th Street. Allow about 1 V2 hours for the return trip.
Time: 4 p.m., Saturday, November 20
Price: "On the Town"
Ticket and bus
$11.00
"Sleuth"
Ticket and bus
$8.50
Limit: Two tickets per person
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QUANTITATIVE LITERACY, LEVEL 3 (276 TO 325)

Three in 10 of all
adults are at Level 3.
They can solve problems with two or more
numbers that must
be found in printed
material.

EXAMPLE TASK

Suppose that you took the 12:45 p.m. bus from U.A.L.R. Student Union to
17th and Main on a Saturday. Accordin,g to the schedule, how many
minutes is the bus ride?
.
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They caw
perform tasks where two
or more numbers are
typically needed to solve
the problem, and these
must he found in the
material. The operation(s)
needed can he determined
from the arithmetic
relation terms used in the
question or directive.
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12:44
1:14
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144
214
224
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They are likely to

succeed at tasks
such as:

Use calculator to
calculate differences
between regular and
sale price from an
advertisement (278)
Use calculator to
determine the discount
from an oil bill if paid
within 10 days (308)
Calculate miles per
gallon using information given on mileage
record chart (321)
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QUANTITATIVE LITERACY, LEVEL 4 (326 TO 375)

One in six of all adults
are at Level 4 in Quantitative Literacy and
can handle two or
more arithmetic
operations in
sequence.

They cam
perform two or more Operations in sequence or a
single )eration in which the quantites are found in
different types of displays, or where the operations
must he inferred from the information given or from
prior knowledge.
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They are likely to succeed at tasks such as:

1111914110,M441444, -44 4

Determine correct change using information in a
menu (337)
Use information stated in news article to calculate
amount of money that should go to raising a child
(350)
Use the eligibility pamphlet to calculate the yearly
amount a couple would receive for basic supplemental security income ($68)
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EXAMPLE TASK

Estimate the cost per ounce of the creamy peanut
butter. Write your estimate on the line provided.
You pay

Unit price

1.89

11.80 per oz.

rich chnky pnt bt

16 oz.

10693

Unit price

You pay

1,59 per lb.

1.99

creamy pnt butter

20 oz.

10732
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QUANTITATIVE LITERACY, LEVEL 5 (376 TO 500)

One in 25 of all adults
perform at Quantitative Level 5. They can
perform multiple
arithmetic operations
sequentially.
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EXAMPLE TASK

You need to borrow $10,000. Find the ad for Home
Equity Loans on page 2 in the newspaper provided.
Explain to the interviewer how you would compute
the total amount of interest charges you would pay
under this loan plan. Please tell the interviewer
when you are.ready to begin.
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They can:
perform multiple operations sequentially. They
can also find the features
of problems embedded
in the text or rely on
background knowledge
to determine the quantities or operations
needed.

They are likely to

succeed at tasks
such as:
Determine shipping
and total costs on an
order form for items
in a catalog (382)
information in
news article to calculate difference in
times for completing
race (405)
Use a calculator to
determine the total
cost of carpet to
cover a room (421)
I.
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HOME
2
5
0/0
EQUITY I
Annual Percentage Rate
LOANS
Ten Year Term
SAMPLE MONTHLY REPAYMENT SCHEDULE
Amount Financed

Monthly Payment

$10,000

$156.77
$391.93
$627.09

$251000
$401000

120 Months 14.25% APR

LIMITING PHYSICAL OR MENTAL CONDITIONS
AMONG ADULTS IN THE LEVEL 1 POPUIATION

Among .40 million adults in the lowest prose literacy level (Level 1), one in four have some
kind of physical or mental condition that may impair their literacy proficiency, or make
improvement more difficult.

Percentage of People in Prose Literacy Level 1 Who:
41 43

Are poor or near poor

35

Have 0 to 8 years of school

Have a physical, mental,
or health condition

1,1

26

--0 25

Were born in another country
or territory

19

Have a visual difficulty

Are receiving food stamps

0 13

Have a hearing difficulty

Have a learning difficulty 7--0 9
1

0

i

I

I

1

1

10

20

30

40

50

Percentage
Note: An individual can fall into more than one category.
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LITERACY AND CITIZENSHIP

Literacy and the exercise of citizenship in a democracy are related. Higher levels of literacy
go hand-in-hand with voting or obtaining information from newspapers and magazines.

Percentage of Adults Who Voted in a National or State Election
in the Past Five Years, by Literacy Level
Percentage
100

90 81

80

69

70

so

50
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Prose Literacy Level

Percentage of Adults Who Get Information about Current Events
from Newpapers and Magazines, by Literacy Level
Percentage
100
92

91

89

90
85

80 70 -68

60 50

1

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Prose Literacy Level

22

94

Level 5

'ME PRISON POPIJIABON

The prison population is considerably less literate than the general population. Almost seven
in 10 prisoners are in Levels 1 and 2 of Prose Literacy, compared with less than half of the
general population.

Prose Literacy:
Level 1
21

All Adults

31

Incarcerated

Level 2
27

All Adults

37

Incarcerated

Level 3
(1) 32

All Adults
26

Incarcerated

Level 4
17

All Adults

Incarcerated -0 6
Level 5
All Adults 110 3
Incarcerated

0

0

20
Percentage

10

30

40

23
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LITERACY AND EDUCATION

Prose proficiency rises with education level. Three-fourths of adults with between zero and
eight years of school are in J-1-..vel 1, as are four in 10 high school dropouts. Over 75 percent
of two-year college graduates, and 85 percent of four-year college graduates, reach at least
Level 3. However, just 4 and 10 percent, respectively, reach Level 5.

Education
(Average
Proficiency)

Ley_elj

Leaea

I

0-8 Years

I

42

Level 5

1-10 17

4/ 38

(231)

GED
(268)

High School
Diploma (270)

Level 4

lo 4

75

(177)

9-12 Years

wve.13

1-----...11/ 39

39

ip 16

1

S 37

36

Some College
(294)
2-Year
Degree (308)

3

4

41

4-Year
Degree (322)

Grad. Studies/
Degree (336)

,-.40

35

F2
10

28

30

50

70

10

30

50

70

10

30

47

50

70

30

10

Percentage at Prose Level
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70

10
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50
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LITERACY AND POVERTY

Poverty and literacy are closely related: 43 percent of adults in Prose Level I are poor or
near poor. compared with just 4 percent in Level S.

Prose Level 1
43

Prose

Document

41

Quantitative

44
20

10

O

30

40

Percentage Who Ar9 Poor or Near Poor

Prose Level 2
23

Prose

Document

20

Quantitative

22
20

10

O
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40

50

Percentage Who Are Poor or Near Poor

Prose Level 3
Prose

12

Document

12

Quantitative ID 12
10

O

20

30

40

50

Percentage Who Are Poor or Near Poor

Prose Level 4

Prose -41) 8
Document 110 8

Quantitative fb 7
10

O

29

30

40

50

Percentage Who Are Poor or Near Poor

Prose Level 5

Prose 41) 4

Document 4) 6
Quantitative

4
10

20

30

40

so

Percentage Who Are Poor or Near Poor
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LITERACY AND WEEKLY WAGES

Weekly wages and weeks worked per year rise with literacy level: Adults in Prose Level 5 earn
2 1/2 times adults in Level 1, and work more than twice as many weeks.

Weekly Wages
Var.

I

650
465

339

$400

281

240

$200

3

2

1

Prose Level

618

$600

462
350

$400

288
244

$200

2

1

5

3

Document Level
681

$600

472
345

$400

274
230

$200

2

5

3

Quantitative Level

Weeks Worked

44

10
5

3

Prose Level

50

as

40

43

29
30
19
1

.

2

5

3

Document Level
50

39

40

4

5

29
30
18

10

2

3

Quantitative Level
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LITERACY AND AGE

While fewer middle-age adults have low literacy
than young adults, older adults are
considerably less literate. However, older adults levels
also have less education than middle-age
young adults.
or

Percent at Prose Level 1

An
18-18

19-24

14

25-39

15

40-54

15

0

Percent at Prose Levels 1 & 2
,

18

20

40

60

80

0

Years of School

13.1

12.9

12.5

11.8

10.7

18-18

19-24

25.39

40-64

55-64

85+

Age

29
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IfERM:Y .AND PARENTS' EDUCATION

Parents education greatly influences the literacy proficiency levels reached hy their children.
Even among respondents with similar levels of education, those with better educated parents
have higher prose literacy proficiencies.'

Prose Proficiency
(0-500)

Respondents with 9-12 Years of Education

350

300
255
244

250

235

218
200
0-8 Years

Prose Proficiency
(0-500)

High School
9-12 Years
Parent Education Level

4-Year College Degree

Respondents with a High School Education

350

300

286
255

267

275

250

200 0-8 Years

Prose Proficiency
(0-500)

High School
9-12 Years
Parent Education Level

4-Year College Degree

Respondents with Four Years of College

350

300

296

38

324

318

250

200

Also true fru/ocurncnt and
Quantlianve
Literacy

0-8 Years

High School
9-12 Years
Parent Education Level
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4-Year College Degree

LITERACY, OCCUPATIONS, AND RACE/ETHNIC1TY

The average prose proficiency of Black, Asian, Hispanic/Puerto Rican, Hispanic/Cuban,
Hispanic/Central and South American, and Hispanic/Mexican adults is lower than the
average proficiency of all laborers.

Average Prose Proficiency
Occupation

500

Race/Ethnicity

Professionals and
Managers (322)

Sales (293) --0White (286)

Craft (264) 9Hispanic/Other (260)
American Indian/Alaskan Native (254)
Laborers (249)

Asian/Pacific Islander (242)
Black (237)

-is-- Hispanic/Puerto Rican (218)
Hispanic/Cuban (211)
Hispanic/Cen./So. American (207)
Hispanic/Mexican (206)
0
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In Conclusion

While the more than
forty million Americans
performing in Level 1
on all three scales are a
diverse group, they are
characterized in the
NCES report, Adult
Literacy in America, as
at best performing
"simple, routine tasks
involving brief and
unc-mplicated texts and
documents." Others in
Level 1 were described
as "unable to perform
these types of tasks, and
some had such limited
skills that they were
unable to respond to
much of the survey."
Current literacy programs are trying to reach
this group, primarily
individuals who can
hardly read at all. Others
in this group do display

It is also important to
keep in mind that they
are likely to have other
difficulties, or that they
are dealing with more
than one life problem.
More than four in 10 are
poor or near poor; one
in four has a physical,
mental or health condition; and one in five has

plex or lengthy texts or
to perform quantitative
tasks that involved two
or more sequential
operations in which the
individual had to set up
the problem."
The Level 2 range of
scores (226 to 275)
encompasses the average proficiencies of
a visual difficulty.
adults in laborer and
Another 50 million
craft occupations
adults are in Level 2.
(although many in these
They are characterized
groups exceed the 275
in the Adult Literacy
level). Also, 29 percent
in America report as
of sales workers score in
"generally able to locate
the Level 2 range. The
information in text, to
question for them is
make low-level inferwhether they are vulnerences using printed
able to changes in
materials, and to inteindustry that would
grate easily identifiable
require the more
information. Further,
advanced proficiencies
they demonstrated the
characteristic of Level 3,
ability to perform quanti- or whether they should
limited literacy skills.
tative tasks that involve a seek training and educaSome idea of how low single operation where
tion that would make
these proficiencies are
the numbers are either
them less vulnerable in
can be gained by a
stated or can he ;asily
an era of downsizing
comparison with the
found in text."
and constantly changing
average proficiency of
It cannot he said that
labor markets.
laborers, where, among
these individuals arc
There are, however,
the occupations, literacy unable to read, as some
limits to what we can
demands are the lowest.
reported after the release conclude about the
That average of 249 is
of Adult Literacy in
literacy needs of adults.
considerahly higher than America. But. as this
The National Adult
even those in the top of report stated, they "were Literacy Survey was the
Level].
much less likely to
most complete and
When designing
respond correctly to the
comprehensive literacy
literacy programs, it is
more challenging literacy survey made in the
important to remember
tasks in the assessment
United States, and perthat many adults in the
those requiring higherhaps anywhere. But it
lowest literacy level arc
level reading and probwas not a study of the
able to decode the
lem-solving skills. In
levels needed to perform
printed word
able to
particular, they were apt
particular jobs, or to be
read. Their literacy skills to experience considercompetent consumers,
are so limited, however,
able difficulty in peror to function in particuthat they may need help forming tasks that
lar contexts. That would
to function satisfactorily
required them to intehe a very useful cornin even the least demand- grate or synthesize
panion effort; we would
ing of occupations.
information from comthen be able to place

occupations or other life
activities on the three
scales and be able to
conmare people's
proficiencies with the
literacy needs and
requirements of these
occupations.
Although we lack this
type of information,
there is much we can
see clearly from this
national assessment
about the consequences
of lower literacy proficiencies. We can see
that this low level
proficiency is not uniformly spread throughout the population, and
that some populations
are much more at risk of
low wages and employment difficulty. They are
also less likely to participate in community,
society. and the political
system than others.
While one in five adults
are at Prose Level 1, this
is true for Over half of
most of the Hispanic
suhgroups and almost
two in five Black adults.
This contrasts with one
in seven White adults.
While one in four
White adults are at prose
Level 2. 3 percent of
Black, 39 percent of
American Indian, and
32 percent of Hispanic.'
Puerto Rican adults are
at this level. Three out of
four. or 11101.C. of some

minority populations arc
at Levels 1.and 2. These
much lower literacy
levels are a serious
obstacle to achieving
economic parity and
equal participation in the

the greater the participation in the political system. This is a matter on
which the data fr(im the
survey are unequivocal.
large scale assessment,
While our greatest
we do know that there is
concern is with increasa very close relationship
ing this currency in the
between literacy profilower level literacy
ciency and success in a
groups, the benefits of
variety of pursuits, as
can be seen in the pages increasing literacy proficiency are demonstrable
of this report.
for the higher groups as
Oyer two in five adults well. Improving literacy
is not solely a matter of
in Prose Level 1 are
poor or near poor, as
fighting poverty and
dependence. The definiare over one in five
tion of literacy for this
who arc in Level 2.
assessment was not only
Only one in 20 in
to "function in society."
Level 5 are poor or
but also "to achieve one's
near poor.
goals," and "to develop
one's knowledge arid
The average weekly
potential." That requires
wages of those in
continued opportunity to
Prose Level 1 are
increase one's literacy,
$240, compared to
and to advance in occu$281 in Level 2. $339
pation, income, and
in Level 3, $165 in
other aspects of iife.
Level 4, and $650 in
While formal educaLevel S.
tion is related to
increased literacy as
Forty-five percent of
shown in this and other
those in Prose Level I
surveys, literacy skills
have not voted in a
play a powerful role in
state or national
improving educational
election during the
opportunities. Those who
previous five years,
read a lot in school are
compared to 11
better readers; adults
percent in Level 5.
regularly engaged with
the printed word are
These, and other
more literate. And literacy
demonstrated relationincreases for years after
ships in the full report,
formal schooling is
established clearly that
completed, pointing to
literacy proficiency
how use begets profiserves as a currency in
ciency. Those who
economic society, a
comparison made by the continue to read and
grow will not lament as
study director, Irwin S.
Kirsch. The more literacy did Samuel Johnson: "In
you have, the greater the my early years I read
very hard. It is a sad
economic success, and

society. While we do
not know the literacy
requirements of particular activities from this

reflection, but a true one,
that I knew almost as
much at eighteen as I do
now."
The findings of this
literacy survey are not
just for policymakers and
program designers then:
they should speak to
individuals, both about
the power of being
highly literate, and the
personal practices associated with getting there.
One in five adults who
scored in Prose Level 1
say they never read the
newspaper
true
of only 1 percent in
Levels

'4

and 5.

While the amount of
schooling correlates, as
expected, with literacy
levels, literacy varies
widely among people
with the same number of
years of schooling. This
is both because the

quality of their schooling
varies and because some

continue to learn in life.
while others do not.
Whichever, the practice
of expressing adult
literacy in terms of
school grade equivalents
is a prevalent but highly
misleading practice.
Having gone to school a
year at a time, it seems
those in
that people

education, in policy, in
executive positions, in
creating literacy programs, and using literacy
can think only in
tests
terms of grade equivalents. Let's look at the
prose skills of those who
graduated from high
school, but went no
further:

16% are in Level 1
360/0 are in Level 2

37% arc in Level 3
10% are in Level 4
1% are in Level 5
When people speak of
a 12th grade literacy
level, what can that
possibly convey? True, it
takes a shift in thinking
to embrace measured
literacy proficiency, as
done in this assessment,
and to use levels and
scale scores to describe
performance, but not to
do so leads to wrong
answers and misguided
policy. As we said at the

outset, to work in this
field one must take some
time to become literate
about literacy.
The difference
between school-based
measures of reading and
the profiles of adult
literacy used in this
survey goes beyond even
the two factors cited
above. Typical instruction in school reading is
centered on decoding
words and simply comprehending what is read,
usually literature. Literacy
in adult life means
considerably more than
that. The printed word is
constantly serving up
problems to solve in
negotiating all aspects of
life. We can't use the
results of this literacy
survey to measure the
quality of schooling until
.ichools are teaching,
more directly, what such
literacy surveys are
measuring.
This difference
between school reading
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achievement and life
literacy skills can he
illustrated using data
collected in 1985 in the
Young Adult Literacy
Survey, also carried out
by Educational Testing
Service, with a grant
from the National Center
for Education Statistics.
That survey used the
same definition of
literacy, and the same
three scales, as the
current one. In addition.
however, young adults
were also given the
in-school reading assessment used by the
National Assessment of
Educational Progress
(NAEP) for 11th graders.
The results can be
compared. NAEP, at that
time, defined "adept"
readers as those with
scale scores around 300
(on a 0 to 500 scale).
Adept readers are good
school readers who

can understand
complicated literary
and informational
passages .
they can
also analyze and
integrate less familiar
materials and provide
reactions to and
explanations of the
text as a whole.
.

.

A band of readers
around the adept level,
those scoring from 275
to 325 on the NAEP
scale. could also be
assessed on the document scale. While zi8
percent of these good
NAEP readers scored

from 275 to 325, the rest
were widely dispersed.
Twenty-three percent
scored below the 275
level, where only relatively simple tasks can
be performed, such as
locating information on a
pay stub, entering data
on a deposit slip, and
matching items On a
shopping list to coupons.
Only about 12 percent
scored up at the top of
the document literacy
scale (350 or higher).
succeeding at complex
literacy tasks.

It is no wonder that
schools often turn out
graduates they think
meet reading standards,
while employers (or
prospective employers)
of some of these same
students find them
grossly deficient at the
literacy tasks demanded
hy the workplace. The
schools and the employers are not talking about
the same kinds of tasks
or competencies.
The question we need
to address is where the
responsibility should lie
for instilling this broader
view of literacy, and
how communication
between schools and
employers can be impioved. Further, the
training provided to new
employees in America
about the most meager
of the countries with
which we compete. That
is also part of the literacy
problem in America.

'This first comprehensive assessment of the
literacy skills of adults in
the U.S. is a giant step in
creating the knowledge
base for moving toward
the goal set by the
President and the gover
nors in 1989, that all
Americans will he literate
by the year 2000. Beyond
that we need to spend
some time making our
Own judgments about
what this mass of data
as individual
means .
citizens, as educational
institutions, as employers,
and as public officials.
Now that we know the
literacy proficiency of
individuals, we need to
know more about such
things as the literacy
requirements of jobs and
what is needed to be a
competent consumer.
This too can be gleaned
from applying existing
techniques such as job
.

.

literacy analysis.

Literacy does not come
easily. And a comprehensive survey of our state of
literacy does not translate
to a couple of sound
hites. This report attempts to boil down this
mass of data as much as
possible. A more complete story is in Adult
Literacy in America:
A First Look at the Results
of the National Adult
Literacy Surt'eY
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